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HOME
Simply put, we provide quick, personalized, confidential, and professional
advice for any type of interpersonal relationship issue.
You email us your question, and weíll send you back
quality advice, interpretation, and suggestions from a trained professional
within 48 hrs or less.
So stop bugging your friends, and get some advice that is more objective,
more honest, and more reliable.
Since we have all been there, we can sympathize with the stress and agony
that comes from a troubling interpersonal problem. Thatís why we donít
think you should have to wait to get some valuable guidance to help you
through your issue and back to a more peaceful, fulfilling life.

LEGAL
By submitting a question, I agree that I am at least 18 years of age, have
read and agree with this legal disclaimer, and agree that better-advice.com
or its founder are not held in any way legally responsible for the outcome
of any advice that I choose to act upon. The advice and interpretations of
better-advice.com are only suggestions, and it is my choice whether or not
to follow any suggested course of action. Furthermore, I am aware of and
agree with the following:
This site provides advice for relationship issues, and is not intended for
use regarding serious mental health issues. Any such questions should be
directed toward a doctor or licensed practitioner.
If you feel in danger of physically harming yourself or someone else,
please contact your local emergency or call 911 immediately.
If we receive an e-mail detailing an impending criminal act or injury to
oneself, we reserve the right to contact the appropriate authorities.
This advice does not constitute legal advice and shall not be used as
evidence in any legal proceedings.
Thank You!

COST
Like we said, when youíve got a relationship dilemma, the last of your
worries should have to be money. That is why we charge only $7.99 per
response instead of the $25-$75 charged by other sites or the $100+ that
you would spend for an in person session with a psychologist (where you
would likely still not leave with any usable advice). Furthermore, if you
get your better-advice and realize you still have that one, last, nagging
follow-up question, you can write us back within 24 hours, and we'll put
your mind at ease for only $4.99.
Now, just in case you are wondering why you have to pay at all for betteradvice, let us kindly remind you that we are professionals, and just as you
do your job every day, this is ours: to give you quick and helpful advice,
not when we get around to it, but within 48 hours or less. This is not a
hobby for us or a part-time thing; we are dedicated to being there when you
need help!

ISSUES
We provide advice and guidance for any relationship dilemma or
interpersonal issue including the following:
-Issues within a romantic relationship or marriage
-Dating dilemmas
-Dating/relationship issues specific to gay and lesbian couples
-Sexual issues of a non-medical nature
-Family conflicts
-Problems between parents and children or teenagers
-Issues between friends
-Problems with bosses or co-workers
-Self-esteem issues that may be impacting relationships
While we are here to provide you with help for interpersonal issues, if you
have a more serious or life-threatening issue including, but not limited
to, suicidal thoughts; physical or sexual abuse of a minor, elder, or
dependent; or information regarding a violent crime, please do not contact
better-advice.com, but rather call 911 or the proper authorities.

TESTIMONIALS
The people at better-advice.com really understand relationships.

Their

advice opened my eyes to the role I had been playing in the problems with
my husband. Because of this site, I learned how to work on my own actions,
and my marriage has never been better!
-Janine, 44
I was skeptical at first about getting advice from an online counselor, but
believe me, their advice is worth every penny. I now consult betteradvice.com whenever I have an issue with friends or co-workers.
-Mickahlia, 23
I had had an affair on my husband, and I felt like I couldnít go to my
friends or family; I was scared they would judge me. I found betteradvice.com and was able to be truthful and stay anonymous. The advice
helped me tremendously! I got objective advice that wasnít biased toward
either me or my husband.
-Lisa, 27
I just want to write you and tell you how thankful I am for your advice.
Itís been really hard for me being openly gay in the place where I live. I
am grateful that you are out there because there are very few people I can
trust when I have a problem.
-Lawrence, 19
I was embarrassed to talk to anyone about a sexual problem I was
experiencing, so I thought Iíd try the Internet. This site not only
explained my symptoms to me, but it gave me techniques and strategies to
use to overcome them.
-Jonathan, 29
Thank you better-advice.com; your advice was wonderful. As a widow dealing
with the challenges of dating again after my 32-year-marriage, I had a
great many questions. Thank you for your informational and compassionate
responses.
-Evelyn, 57
I love this site! I use it all the time when I have a relationship
question, and itís true, my friends are all grateful that I now have
someone else to turn to instead of driving them all crazy.
-Leticia, 25

UNIQUE
The difference between us and other sites aimed at helping you with your
interpersonal dilemmas is that we understand that every single situation is
unique. In other words, the problem that you face today is not the same as

the problem someone else was faced with yesterday. Whether between
romantic partners, friends, family, or co-workers, each relationship has a
different history, a different set of circumstances, and involves different
personalities. That is why we answer every question individually rather
than directing you to a storehouse of questions and answers to other
peopleís problems.
In addition, we believe in providing you with the utmost degree of privacy.
We send your advice to you, and only you, without posting it for the
benefit or entertainment of others. Instead, we prefer to give you quick,
confidential advice to resolve your relationship dilemmas and keep your
relationships running smoothly in the future.
Finally, we donít believe that you should have to spend a bunch of money to
get some good advice. Youíre already experiencing stress in a
relationship; you shouldnít have to deal with financial stress as well.

WHY
You have a problem: We all have problems! And many of them center around
our relationships with others--particularly the important people in our
lives. We know how frustrating and draining it can be to continuously
worry about a situation, over and over, seemingly finding no solution.
Sadly, when we are faced with a troubling relationship issue, we are
usually faced with only two options: either pay big money for weekly
therapy sessions or rely on the counsel of your friends. The problem is
that often we donít need or want months of deep analysis. We just need
quick, professional advice to help us through a situation--right now.
Letís face it, our friends may mean well, but often their advice is not
objective, honest, or reliable when we need real guidance and solutions.
Unfortunately, our friends have their own issues, opinions, and agendas
that inherently prevent them from giving us unbiased advice. They also try
to spare our feelings, often not telling us what we need to hear. Finally,
they donít have the training and experience to be reliable because they
havenít been educated in the interworkings of personal relationships. That
is where we differ.
By using better-advice.com, your problem will be addressed by a
professional advisor skilled and trained in counseling and providing
reliable guidance.
We look forward to helping you resolve your dilemma and get back your peace
of mind!

